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Key
Figures
at a Single
Click
How companies can manage major projects better with the TRACK database.

_Sarah Kaiser
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f you want to succeed in the increasingly competitive global

To master this challenge, Porsche Consulting and the IT company MSO

environment, you have to be ready for change. More and more

Solutions have developed an answer: The TRACK (Tool for Revenue, Ac-

companies are setting up companywide improvement pro-

tion and Cost control Keeping) database. It helps companies manage

grams. But many such programs fail, as Porsche Consulting

numerous subprojects at once. The management workload is reduced

has observed—because they‘re not managed transparently. “If

by up to 50 percent while transparency increases. A simple click calls

a company has to monitor ten projects simultaneously, it can

up an overview of the status of the overall program and important key

be done without much effort. It becomes more complicated,

figures. Employees can operate the application intuitively and access

however, with major projects, which may comprise 30, 50, or even 100

it with any common browser. Users can gain access via smartphones

subprojects,” says Dirk Pfitzer, partner at Porsche Consulting. The self-

or tablets from any location on earth. The software can be adapted

made Excel tables that many companies use are no longer a viable so-

to companies’ specific requirements, whether a company wants to fo-

lution. “It costs project managers too much time to maintain the lists

cus on lowering costs, restructuring the organization or establishing a

manually and then personally evaluate the results. Companies lose

company-wide continuous improvement process (CIP). Our graphics il-

track of defined measures and neglect their implementation. Deviations

lustrate the main functions taking a medical technology manufacturer

from objectives are not noticed either. In short: All that work is in vain.”

as an example.
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Our graphic shows the example of a medical
technology manufacturer that wants to achieve
positive earnings effects of 10 million euros by
2014. Subprojects include shifting production of
the “conventional OP lights” (no. 9) and expansion
of the “Asia sales initiative” (no. 13). The fields
“Target EBT” and “Actual EBT” indicate the target
potential and the potential already achieved.
Procurement of standard parts abroad (“Global
Sourcing,” no. 2) is intended to reduce material
costs by 2 million euros by 2014.

The traffic light before the subproject
indicates whether the project is on
schedule. If an important decision by the
board is still outstanding or a supplier
drops out, the traffic light is set to yellow or
red. This informs the lead project manager
that there is an issue to be resolved.
Countermeasures need to be described
and stored in the database and checked.
Only when the issue has been resolved
does the traffic light go green again.

This field indicates the implementation level
of the project: Has only an idea been
generated (implementation level 1) or
already a rough evaluation (implementation
level 2)? In implementation level 3, the
subproject is ready for approval and the
target potential has been confirmed by
controlling. Level 4 means the subproject has
been approved and at level 5 the potential
has been implemented and is in full effect. At
this point it shows up in the P&L statement.

3. Implementation level:

3

The start page of the database provides an overview of all subprojects as a scrolldown list. This enables the project management to call up the current status of
the respective projects at any time, for example before important meetings with the board. For each project, the title and responsible project manager are listed.
Individual read and write authorizations are configured for different roles such as lead project manager or subproject manager. This ensures confidentiality.
Projects can also be sorted by responsible person, traffic light status, or implementation level as required.

All projects at a glance:

2. Potential:

2

1. Red, yellow, or green:

Subprojects

1

Subprojects Overview

Home > Subprojects Overview
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Implementation
of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Implementation of Subproject

Individual measures are stored to
achieve these targets. The overview
page enables managers and all involved
employees to follow the status and
progress of the subproject in a timely
and transparent manner.

Subprojects

Subproject No. 11 – Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Home > Subprojects Overview > Subproject No. 11 - Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Implementation
of Subproject

Detailed descriptions document all
important information and
intermediate statuses for the
subprojects. The “product cost
optimization for OR lights
conventional and LED” (no. 11) has
been set for three years to 2014.
The overview describes both the
actual and target state. In addition,
the target and actual states are
quantified in euros and set against
each other in the form of a matrix.

Subprojects

Subproject No. 11 – Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED

Home > Subprojects Overview > Subproject No. 11 - Product Cost Optimization for OR Lights Conventional and LED
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All monetary effects of the subproject are summarized in a “potential profit and loss statement” in the form of a comprehensive matrix at company level.
Cashflow effects are also listed. TRACK thus makes it possible to allocate all measures and their effects on the company’s year-end financial statements.
“The database thus also simplifies cooperation between the finance and controlling department and project managers from the production, development or
procurement departments,” says Dr. Wolfgang Freibichler, principal at Porsche Consulting. A current evaluation of profit- and cashflow-relevant changes is
possible at the push of a button. The results can thus be used in all important decision-making processes in a timely manner.
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TRACK‘s greatest strength: Current reports and important key figures can be generated at any time. This
means that employees no longer have to tediously create evaluations manually in Excel or Powerpoint.
Important figures for the board can be delivered immediately and transparently. The example above
shows the potential of the medical technology manufacturer measured against the current levels of
implementation. There are currently just under 8 million euros of potential by 2014 already approved or
fully implemented (level of implementation 4 and 5).

Evaluations

2013

∑ 5,360

P&L Potentials by Implementation
Level over a Period of Years

The TRACK database will also be used at Porsche AG and will replace the management tools used to date. The database helps
the carmaker manage its 2018 group strategy. “TRACK provides us
with an optimal overview of all subprojects in the overall strategy,” says Dr. Robert Kallenberg, head of strategy for Porsche
AG. “Deviations from targets are immediately visible. This allows
us to react quickly to changes and counteract them.” The
Porsche Strategy 2018 sets the goal of making Porsche AG the
most successful manufacturer of exclusive sports cars by 2018.
The consultants from Porsche Consulting are accompanying the
growth strategy every step of the way. In the four dimensions
customers, finances, employees, and market, over 100 subprojects have been launched which must now be implemented, monitored, and managed until 2018.

